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This fun, affordable and fact-filled guide allows you to bask in the beauty of Barbie, while

providing details to help you identify and assess the value of the dolls in your collection, or

those you dream about owning.The perfect size to use at shops, garage sales, and during

online auctions, this guide contains fashion sets and nearly 50 years of the most valuable and

collectible Barbie dolls.
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IS BORNBARBIE SHINES BRIGHTEST IN DOLL GALAXYBy combining a sense of fashion

with unlimited potential, Barbie doll quickly became an instant hit.Little could Ruth Handler

have realized her first attempt at dollmaking would help create not only a fabulous doll, but also

a touchstone of cultural politics and one of the most amazing success stories in the history of

children’s toys. Not bad for a woman who was simply trying to give her daughter something fun

to play with.With Handler as the catalyst, Mattel’s first Barbie doll – named after Handler’s

daughter, Barbara – debuted at the American Toy Fair in New York City in 1959. The 11 1/2-

inch, fresh-faced doll with a ponytail and a black-and-white striped swimsuit became an instant

hit, selling more than 350,000 units its first year.Ruth HandlerA "Busy Girl" outfit on a Ponytail

#5 Barbie doll.Since then, more than 1 billion Barbie dolls have been sold in 150 countries.

First introduced as a teenage fashion model, Barbie has enjoyed an endless and varied career

path in the past five decades. She’s been everything from an astronaut to a paleontologist to a

presidential candidate.“My whole philosophy of Barbie was that through the doll, the little girl

could be anything she wanted to be,” Handler wrote in her 1994 autobiography, Dream Doll:

The Ruth Handler Story. “Barbie always represented the fact that a woman has choices.”“Over

and over I've had it said to me by women she was much more than a doll for them. She was

part of them,” Handler, who with her husband Elliot launched Mattel in 1945, told The

Associated Press.Before her death in 2002 at the age of 85, Ruth Handler fashioned not only a

wonderful toy for little girls, but also one of the most popular and prized collectibles in the toy

market. A Ponytail Barbie doll # 1 has sold for as much as $25,000 in mint condition. Not bad

for a doll that originally sold for $3.Sophisticated Lady fashion set debuted in 1963.Part of the

reason Barbie has reached such amazing value on the secondary market is that over time the

doll has become woven into the fabric of our society. Consider that in 1976, as the country

celebrated its Bicentennial, Barbie doll was placed in the official “America’s Time Capsule” so

future generations would be ensured the pleasure of her acquaintance.It’s important to

remember Barbie doll’s birth came in the 1950s, a time when Americans reaped the benefits of



a strong, postwar economy. We liked Ike in the White House and Milton Berle on TV. “Ben-Hur”

commanded Best Picture recognition, while teen idols like Fabian and Frankie Avalon broke

hearts. Alaska and Hawaii joined the Union, and Detroit’s new cars featured big, bold tailfins.In

this backdrop the baby boom generation took shape, and so did Barbie doll.A Ruth Handler

autographed Barbie doll booklet.The inspiration for Barbie came as Handler watched her

daughter, Barbara, playing with paper dolls. Barbara and her friends liked to play adult or

teenage make-believe with the paper dolls, imagining them in roles as college students,

cheerleaders and adults with careers. Handler recognized that experimenting with the future

from a safe distance through play was an important part of growing up. She also noticed a void

and was determined to fill that niche with a three-dimensional fashion doll.Over the years,

Barbie doll has indeed achieved the title of the most popular fashion doll ever created. She’s

held that title by changing with the times. With fashion and teenage lifestyle trends evolving at a

startling rate, Mattel had its hands full keeping the doll current. Styles changed dramatically

from Paris couture to the inspired elegance of the Jackie Kennedy years of the early 1960s to a

more free-flowing, youthful look of the late 1960s.When, in 1964, the Beatles led the “British

Invasion” and, along with a new sound, brought hemlines way up and hair way down as

teenagers adopted the “Carnaby Street” look. Barbie went “Mod” a few years later with new

face sculpting in 1967, which brought her current with the next generation of little girls.Style

mattered when carrying the most famous doll couple.In the 1970s, Barbie wore up-to-the-

minute fashions reflecting the “prairie” look, the “granny” dress, the “California Girl” suntan

craze and the glittery styles of the “disco” years. By the end of the decade, Barbie doll’s face

was again re-sculpted to a wide smile and sun-streaked hair showcasing the beauty trends of

the day.In the 1980s, Barbie was as an aerobics instructor, a briefcase-carrying power

executive and a couture-inspired sophisticate reflecting the popularity of nighttime soap operas.

And in the late 1990s, the Barbie doll stepped into the world of sports as a professional

basketball player, a race car driver, a World Cup soccer player and an Olympic swimmer.While

sometimes questioned by feminists for what they considered her unrealistic beauty and well-

endowed physique, Barbie often opened little girls’ eyes to what might be. She was a college

graduate in 1963, a sur-barbie_geon in 1973, a business executive in 1986, a “Summit

Diplomat” and airline pilot in 1990 and a presidential candidate in 1992. Consider that she was

an astronaut in 1965, nearly 20 years before Sally Ride became America’s first woman in

space aboard the shuttle Challenger in 1983.Fashion savvy Barbie in her Uptown Chic,

1998.Along the way, Barbie doll has had a supporting cast that began with boyfriend Ken in

1961. Ken, by the way, was named after Ruth and Elliot Handler’s son. Her best friend Midge

was first introduced in 1963. Barbie doll’s little sister, Skipper, was introduced in 1964, while

twins Tutti and Todd arrived in 1966. Sisters Stacie and Kelly were introduced in 1992 and

1995, respectively, and baby sister Krissy in 1999. Cultural diversity has also been a part of her

life. In 1968, Barbie doll’s black friend Christie was introduced; in 1988 Teresa, a Hispanic doll

was unveiled; and in 1990, an Asian friend, Kira, entered the world of Barbie. In 1997, Share a

Smile Becky, Barbie doll’s friend in a wheelchair, was introduced. Kayla, Barbie doll’s multi-

ethnic friend, appeared in 2002.Skipper and Barbie in School Girl/Student Teacher

outfits.Barbie doll has come a long way from Ruth Handler’s simple mission to create a toy for

her daughter. Today, both children and adults collect her with passion and glee. This field guide

is designed to enhance that experience.Not only does the guide help you quickly identify a doll

but it also gives you its value on the secondary market. Here you will find the facts, figures and

photos in quick, concise form ready to travel. This new edition of Warman’s Barbie Doll Field

Guide is a valuable complement to more lengthy discourses on Barbie doll and an excellent



starting point for beginning collectors or dealers.Aging gracefully while still remaining vital has

been a keystone of Mattel’s Barbie doll for 50 years. And it’s unlikely the doll will lose its glow

anytime soon.So welcome to the world of Barbie doll collecting, whether you’ve been

interested for a while or are now just discovering the wonders of the doll. Beyond anything else,

have fun with this guide and with Barbie. Ruth Handler would be pleased.EVOLUTION OF

BARBIE DOLLRuth Handler created the first Barbie doll in 1959. She and her husband Elliot

Handler had already built Mattel into a successful toy company, but Ruth felt there was a void

in the market. She had watched her young daughter playing teenage make-believe with paper

dolls and realized that experimenting with the future through pretend play was an important

part of growing up. Ruth decided to create a three-dimensional doll, naming it after her

daughter, Barbara. The rest, as they say, is history.Ponytail Barbie doll #11959Barbie, the

teenage fashion model debuts. Toy buyers at the March 1959 Toy Fair in New York are

skeptical, but little girls are captivated, and America’s love affair with Barbie begins.1961Barbie

doll’s boyfriend, Ken doll, is introduced. He’s named after Ruth Handler’s son.1963Fashion

Queen Barbie is introduced with three interchangeable wigs. This is the first significant

variation on the original Barbie. Midge, Barbie doll’s best friend, is introduced the same

year.1964Barbie doll’s little sister, Skipper, is introduced.1965Barbie and her friends now have

bendable legs. Her new hairstyle becomes known as the “American Girl.”1967Barbie is given a

new, more youthful face, long straight hair and a Twist ’n Turn waist. For the first time, she has

rooted eyelashes.1968A talking Barbie is introduced. Christie, Barbie doll’s first black friend, is

unveiled.1974Barbie is Sweet 16. A portion of Times Square is renamed Barbie Boulevard for

a week in her honor.1976Barbie doll is placed in America’s time capsule and sealed during the

Bicentennial celebrations to be opened in 2076 as the favorite doll of this century.1977The

second dramatic appearance change for Barbie: a new face and brighter smile.1979Barbie is

featured in Life magazine as reflecting 20 years of American fashion.1980Fans hold the first

annual Barbie doll convention. The first Black and Hispanic Barbie dolls are introduced. The

Dolls of the World collection begins.1986The first porcelain Barbie is introduced.1988The first

Happy Holidays Barbie is created.1989Barbie doll’s 30th Anniversary is celebrated with Pink

Jubilee Barbie.1992Barbie becomes the first female presidential candidate.1994Mattel

celebrates Barbie doll’s 35th Anniversary with a re-issue of the very first doll and an extremely

Limited Edition Gold Jubilee Barbie.1999Barbie turns 40. And never looked better. To

celebrate, a Limited Edition Crystal Jubilee Barbie is introduced.COLLECTOR

TERMINOLOGYNRFB – Never Removed From BoxMIB – Mint In Box (factory mint doll in

original box)MNB – Mint No Box (pristine doll, no box)Secondary Market – The resale of Barbie

dolls on the collector marketPonytail #1 – 1959 original Barbie, white irises, blue liner, holes in

feetIN THE BEGINNING:PONYTAIL #1Released just before the dawn of a new decade, the

most prized Barbie doll by all collectors is known, simply, as Ponytail #1 (stock #850). Debuting

at the 1959 American Toy Fair in New York City, Ponytail #1 has a secondary market value

ranging from $4,000 to $9,000 depending on condition. The doll originally sold for $3.Made of

flesh-toned plastic, the first Barbie dolls wore a black and white knit swimsuit that was used

through 1961. In 1959, the accessories were white sunglasses with blue lenses, black open-

toe shoes and gold hoop earrings. The first several incarnations of Barbie were strikingly

similar, with one exception— #1 had drilled holes in her feet and her shoes. The holes are lined

with copper tubing and they allow her to fit into a special stand that came with the doll.Ponytail

#1 was available in blond or brunette hair. Brunette Ponytail #1 is more valued by collectors.

The reason? There were fewer made. Value: $9,000 MIBSMALL CHANGES:PONYTAIL

#2Even though creator Ruth Handler had anticipated success for Barbie doll, the feeling was



not fully shared throughout Mattel. So after the doll’s debut Mattel immediately began tweaking

its wonder child and ushering in a decade of change for what would eventually become the

most popular doll of all time.It will take a keen eye to see the change in Ponytail #2. She still

has the arched eyebrows, the side-glancing eyes with white irises and all the other

accoutrements of Ponytail #1. Even the hair colors are the same – blond and brunette. The

only differences are that she came with gold hoop or pearl earrings and does not have holes in

her feet or shoes. The other difference is collector value. Ponytail #2 brings $3,500 to $7,000

on the secondary market.THE 1960SCHANGE IS GOOD, ESPECIALLY FOR

BARBIEBubblecut Barbie was among the many changes of the era.Both inside and outside the

world of Barbie, change was definitely the buzzword of the 1960s. The decade that began with

JFK in the White House would be far different than the “Father-Knows-Best” decade of the ‘50s.

Politics, the Civil Rights movement, music, clothing and even hairstyles were changing

dramatically.With revolution in the air, what was a fashion doll to do? Why change with the

times, of course. The decision by Mattel to keep the doll fresh proved a big hit with little girls

who embraced the forward-thinking doll. By the end of the decade, Barbie doll was completely

entrenched as America’s favorite doll.The decade also brought Barbie a boyfriend (Ken) in

1961; a best friend (Midge) in 1963; a little sister (Skipper) in 1964; a “mod” cousin (Francie) in

1966; and the ability to talk in 1968. Barbie proved, especially in the ‘60s, that change is

good.A 1962 Bubblecut Barbie in red jersey one-piece swimsuit.BUBBLECUT BARBIE

DOLLAlthough delightfully perky in her ponytail, Barbie was given an alternate hairdo in 1961 –

a shorter, bouffant cut called the bubblecut. Dolls with ponytail hairdos were still available,

however, until 1966. The 1961 Bubblecut Barbie doll (Model #850) wore a black and white

striped knit swimsuit with matching black open-toe shoes, optional white sunglasses, silver and

pink wrist tag, and “pearl” earrings. Hair colors were blond, brunette and titian (red).The 1962

Bubblecut doll came with a red jersey one-piece swimsuit, matching red open toe heels and a

gold wrist tag. Her face had a more matte finish complexion. The 1963-64 dolls shared the

Midge/Barbie body, and smaller lips that were raised slightly. Lips shades were lighter and

came in great colors. Barbie doll’s body had the larger neck knob that gave her a fuller facial

appearance. The 1965 dolls included a side thatched rooting pattern known as a “Side-Part.”

Value: $1,400 MIBKen doll was first issued in 1961. Note the flocked hair.BARBIE GETS HER

MANBarbie doll’s dreams came true in 1961 with the arrival of her first and only true love – Ken

doll (Model #750). Featuring flocked blond or brunette hair, Ken came in a red cotton swimsuit

with white side stripes and cork sandals with red plastic straps. A yellow terry towel came with

most of the dolls. Some earlier versions came with red knit swim trunks. By 1962, the Ken doll’s

flocked hair was abandoned for painted hair. Despite his popularity with Barbie doll, Ken will

always play second fiddle with collectors. Value: $200 MIBFashion Queen Barbie doll,

1963.FASHION QUEEN BARBIE DOLLAppearing in 1963, Fashion Queen Barbie doll (Model

#870) signaled a new emphasis on hairstyling. She came with painted hair and wigs that

transformed her hair from blond bubblecut to red flip to brunette pageboy. This glamour gal

wore a gold and white stripe lamé suit with back zipper, matching bandana, white open-toe

shoes, and “pearl” earrings.Unlike any doll before her, Fashion Queen came in unique

packaging with her own accessories – three wigs. It had become evident that Barbie doll hair

was the focal point of her play value. That fact only intensified throughout the doll’s lifetime.

Value: $145-$500Every girl needs a best friend, and Barbie found her in Midge.BARBIE

DOLL’S BEST FRIEND, MIDGEIntroduced in 1963, the fresh-faced Midge doll (Model #860)

was a wide-eyed freckled counterpart to Barbie doll’s glamour image of the day. Even though

Midge dolls projected a perkier face to the world, Midge dolls and Barbie dolls are exactly alike



aside from their heads. Original straight-legged Midge had the same body and markings as

Fashion Queen Barbie. After a few years, Midge disappeared from the market, only to return

20 years later in 1987 as California Midge. Value: $175 MIBMiss Barbie doll with “sleep eyes.”

A real find for collectors.THE EYES HAVE ITIntroduced in 1964, Miss Barbie doll (Model

#1060) was the first, and last, Barbie doll to have “sleep eyes” that opened and closed.

Because of this innovative feature her head was made of plastic, not soft vinyl. Like Fashion

Queen, the Miss Barbie doll came with painted hair. Designed as a beach beauty in pink

glittery swimsuit and cap, Miss Barbie could hardly romp on the sand without another

innovation – bendable legs. Value: $1,200 MIBSwirl Ponytail Barbie originally came in a red

one-piece swimsuit.THE GIRL WITH THE SWIRLStylish. That adjective epitomized the

elegance of Barbie doll’s new Swirl Ponytail hairstyle (Model #850) for 1964. The common

bangs found on earlier Ponytails were replaced with a soft sweep of hair. Variations are

endless: dolls have been found with engaging White Ginger (platinum) or lemony yellow hair;

lip color also varies widely from red and coral to white and almost lavender. Value: $1,200

MIBBarbie’s little sister, Skipper.LITTLE SISTER, SKIPPERBarbie doll’s first family member,

little sister Skipper (Model #950), arrived in 1964. Wearing a red-and-white sailor swimsuit,

Skipper doll was 9 inches tall, just a little shorter than her big sister. Her accessories were red

flats, a brass headband and a white comb and brush. The brass headband, when left in

Skipper doll’s hair, caused the hair around the band to turn green when the headband oxidized.

Still, the headband remains a coveted commodity. Collectors may pay $20 for a vintage

headband to complete their doll’s ensemble. Value: $195 MIBAmerican Girl Barbie doll, so

noted because of her hair.THE ALL-AMERICAN DOLLThis bendable leg Barbie doll, first

issued in 1965 (Model #1070), came dressed in a one-piece suit with a striped top and solid

turquoise knit bottom. She had turquoise open-toe shoes. Many collectors refer to her as the

American Girl Barbie because of her American girl hairstyle, available in a variety of hair colors

– blond, brunette, titian and various shades of platinum blond and light yellow. She has blue

irises and curved eyebrows, and came in a variety of lip colors. Value: $1,900 MIBThe first

bendable leg Ken, 1965.A FLEXIBLE KIND OF MANThe bendable leg Ken doll (Model #1020)

arrived in 1965. His hair colors were either blond or brunette. He wore red swim trunks and a

dark blue beach jacket with red piping and white “K” initial. He also came with cork sandals

with red straps. Ken doll went through frequent updates, however he wouldn’t get “real” hair

again until the 1972 Mod Hair Ken (Model #4224), the first with rooted hair. Value: $300

MIBSkooter befriends Skipper in 1965.SKIPPER GETS A FRIENDSkipper doll’s playmate,

Skooter (Model #1040), had a Daisy Mae appearance when she was introduced in 1965. She

was a wholesome, pug-nosed sprite with bouncy pigtails. A splash of freckles completed her

mischievous look. The first issue of Skooter doll was straight-legged and came with blond,

brunette or titian hair. Skooter doll had a short-lived run in the doll market, making her a

favorite with collectors. Value: $180 MIBColor Magic Barbie changed hair color as well as

clothes color.COLOR MAGIC BARBIE DOLLIn 1966, an innovative color-changing solution not

only allowed Color Magic Barbie doll (Model #1150) to change the color of her hair, it also

changed the color of her swimsuit. Two long hair versions of the doll were available: Golden

Blonde hair could change to Scarlet Flame (and back again) and Midnight could change to

Ruby Red. The doll’s diamond print swimsuit would also change colors when swabbed with the

solution. The swimsuit, with attached turquoise ribbon tie belt, changed colors with Color Magic

Changer A and B. The yellow and green in the suit changed to red and burgundy as did Barbie

doll’s matching headband. She also wore turquoise open-toe heels and a turquoise clip in her

hair. Other accessories included a card of pink, green and two blue grosgrain ribbons and



yellow, green, pink clips, blue tulle styling net, Color Magic Changer A and B, sponge

applicator with pink handle and instruction booklet. Value: $2,400-$3,500 MIBStraight-leg

Francie with box, 1966.IT'S A MOD, MOD WORLD, FRANCIEBy the middle of the 1960s, an

eruption of splashy colors, mini dresses, go-go boots and wild music came to define the “mod”

attitude. Mattel entered the scene with Francie doll (Model #1140), a thoroughly modern cousin

of Barbie. Straight-leg and bendable-leg dolls were introduced in 1966 and came with long,

loose flipped hair. An added feature of the bendable legs dolls was rooted eyelashes,

something Mattel also featured on Twist ’n Turn Barbie dolls of the same era. Value: $400

MIBTwist ’n Turn Barbie with pivoting waist, 1967.BARBIE MOVES FORWARDThe Twist ’n

Turn Barbie doll (Model #1160) was often known as TNT, and the doll lived up to its name. She

was a dynamite addition to the previously static dolls offered with straight or bendable legs.

Debuting in 1967, TNT had a pivoting waist that added play value beyond compare. The Barbie

doll’s flowing straight hair got a boost in color, and for the first time her super shiny hair was

given a description. Hair wasn’t simply blond, brunette or titian. Now it was Summer Sand, Go

Go Co Co, Sun Kissed or Chocolate Bon Bon. Value: $500 MIBFinally, in 1968, Barbie could

speak her mind.THE TALK OF THE TOWNIntroduced in 1968, Talking Barbie (Model #1115)

had the Twist ’n Turn body and, thanks to a pull string on her back, chatted about fashion,

dates, the prom, shopping and parties. Using the technology of the time, Talking Barbie was

yet another mod-era example of how changing times influenced the doll’s development. It’s a

treat for collectors, too, to hear a vintage talker that can still speak. Value: $425Talking Christie

shared conversations with Barbie.SOMEONE TO TALK TOFriends naturally like to talk to each

other, so it made perfect sense for Mattel to offer talking versions of her friends P.J., Christie

and Ken. Because talking dolls were so popular with kids, running across vintage talking dolls

that still work is a real find for collectors. Mattel also marketed Talking Barbie in a Spanish-

speaking version in the 1960s. As the years passed, Barbie dolls were released that could

speak many languages, including French, German, Dutch and Italian. Value: $200 MIB“No

Bangs” Francie is a collector’s dream: $1,200 MIB.HAIR APARENTDoes a hairstyle really

matter? Indeed it does to collectors. Around 1969, Francie doll’s traditional hairstyle – long

flippy hair with bangs – was altered on a doll that has come to be known as “No Bangs” Francie

(Model #1170). This Twist ’n Turn doll, available in blond or brunette, featured a pull-back

hairstyle with no bangs. She’s so rare a Mint-in-Box example today could bring $1,200 or more.

Francie with bangs could bring $400 MIBTHE 1970SBARBIE BECOMES A DOLL OF

“ACTION”Free Moving Barbie comes to life in the '70s.Entering the decade immensely popular,

Barbie moved beyond being “just” a fashion doll, and changing with the beat of the 1970s,

which would truly be Barbie doll’s era of “action.”In the decade’s earliest dolls, Mattel strived to

bring Barbie doll and her friends to life with technology designed to make the dolls “move.”

While the Live Action dolls could dance on a stand, Busy Barbie could grab things with her

newly designed hands and Walk Lively Barbie could strut her stuff.Moving bodies, growing hair

and a kissing mechanism were some additional actions Mattel dreamed up for the dolls for the

1970s. And while these innovations were appropriate for the time, somehow they differed

greatly from the classic changes of the 1960s – the more subtle, yet enduring, alterations in the

doll’s image.LIVE ACTION P.J.Model #1156Hair Color: BlondValue: $250 MIBLIVE ACTION

CHRISTIE(Second from left)Model # 1175Hair Color: BlackValue: $250 MIBLIVE ACTION

KENModel #1159Hair Color: Painted brownValue: $150 MIBLIVE ACTION BARBIEModel

#1155Hair Color: BlondValue: $150 MIBGrowin' Pretty Hair Barbie, 1971.THE LONG AND

SHORT OF ITIntroduced in 1971, Barbie with Growin’ Pretty Hair (Model #1144) featured hair

that could be lengthened or shortened at will. Barbie doll’s retractable ponytail came with



hairpieces and accessories to complete the look. The first doll came with blond hair and a pink

dress. Value: $300 MIBWalk Lively Barbie doll strolled onto the market in 1971.WALKING

WITH PURPOSEIntroduced in 1971, Walk Lively Barbie doll (Model #1182) was packaged with

a special stand that allowed her to walk and swing her arms. The doll was a perfect example of

Mattel’s ongoing effort to make Barbie more mobile. Value: $225 MIBBarbie took to the beach

in 1971.LIFE IS A BEACH WITH MALIBU BARBIEBarbie doll captured the essence of beach

life with Malibu Barbie (Model #1067). The first issue in 1971 was called The Sun Set. And who

could argue? With her tan body, blue eyes and blond-hair surfer girl looks Malibu Barbie was a

smash hit. Value: $60 MIBSUN AND FUNNestled along a scenic and exclusive strip of Pacific

coastline, Malibu epitomizes the dream of southern California living. The beachfront community

is famous for its warm, sandy beaches and for being home to a galaxy of movie stars. So

naturally this little piece of So-Cal heaven was perfect for Barbie and nearly every member of

her doll family. Once Malibu Barbie was introduced in 1971 the rest of her family followed

suit.Talking Busy Barbie, 1971.BARBIE GETS A GRIPTalking Busy Barbie (Model #1195)

came with working hands. While the innovations on this doll were designed to make Barbie doll

more active and powerful, what with her "gripping" hands and TNT waist, they ultimately didn’t

last. Production costs were prohibitive, and the doll’s joints a bit too fragile to survive a lot of

play. Value: $300 MIBLeft to right: Talking Busy Steffie, Busy Steffie, Busy Ken, Busy Barbie,

Busy Francie and Talking Busy Barbie.GET BUSY WITH ITLet's face it, when you're a teenage

fashion model you've got plenty to do. So when the 1970s unfolded so did Barbie. She could

bend, twist and turn, and even hold things. Now you're talking — which Barbie could also do.

But what good is the busy lifestyle without someone to share it with? That's why the whole

Barbie family soon got a grip and joined in the fun.Quick Curl Barbie doll, 1972.THE GIRL

WITH THE CURLBasic hair play took on an added dimension with Quick Curl Barbie doll

(Model #4220). Now this very demure doll featured hair that really curled, thanks to curlers,

comb and brush. Introduced in 1972, the doll gave young aspiring hairdressers one more

Barbie to practice on. Value: $80 MIBMontgomery Ward's 100th Anniversary Barbie doll,

1972.A CLASSIC REVISITEDIn one of the first "reissues" of Barbie doll, Mattel in 1972

created a reproduction of an early brunette Ponytail (Model #3210) to commemorate the 100th

anniversary of Montgomery Ward stores. Dressed in the familiar black-and- white swimsuit, the

doll was sold in stores in a sparsely illustrated pink box under the name "The Original Barbie."

Dolls ordered through the store’s catalog were shipped in plain boxes. Value: $800 MIBMod

Hair Ken doll was the height of doll fashion in 1972.KEN GOES MODMod Hair Ken (Model

#4224), dressed in a brown buffalo-checked sport coat and white dickey, illustrated just how

groovy Barbie doll’s world really was. The first Ken doll with rooted hair since 1961, the doll

came complete with a sheet of brown-flocked accoutrements, including a beard, mustache and

sideburns. Value: $65 MIBFree Moving Barbie and Ken boogied into the ‘70s.FREE MOVING

BARBIE DOLLIntroduced in 1974, Free Moving Barbie (Model #7270) embraced Mattel’s move

toward motion. With a little help from her friends – and a lever on her back – Barbie doll could

swing her arms and move her upper torso. Naturally, once a Free Moving Barbie arrived a

similar Ken doll followed. Free Moving Barbie came in blond hair. Value: $100 MIBSweet 16

Barbie doll, 1974.SWEET 16 BARBIEAlthough it came a year early (Barbie was "born" in

1959), Mattel celebrated the big event by introducing Sweet 16 Barbie doll (Model #7796) in

1974. Barbie doll’s prim pink look was a perfect reminder of the innocence of turning sweet 16.

Her accessories – including scented sticker barrettes – perfectly embraced the imagination of

the budding teenage audience that still played with dolls. Value: $125 MIB
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Muscle Cars Field Guide: American Supercars 1960-2000 (Warman's Field Guide), Warman's

Star Wars Field Guide: Values and Identification (Warman's Field Guide), Warman's Matchbox

Field Guide: Values & Identification (Warman's Field Guide), Warman's Lunch Boxes Field

Guide: Values and Identification (Warman's Field Guide), Warman's Buttons Field Guide

(Warman's Field Guide), Warman's Barbie Doll Field Guide: Values and Identification

(Warman's Field Guide), Warman's U.S. Stamps Field Guide: Values & Identification

(Warman's Field Guide), Warman's PEZ Field Guide: Values & Identification (Warman's Field

Guide), Warman's Handbags Field Guide: Values & Identification (Warman's Field Guide),

Warman's Elvis Field Guide: Values & Identification (Warman's Field Guide), Best of Barbie:

Four Decades of America's Favorite Doll, Dressing Barbie: A Celebration of the Clothes That

Made America's Favorite Doll and the Incredible Woman Behind Them

DirtyLittleSecrets, “Great book!. I love this pocket-sized babbie guide. I can stick it in my purse

and take it with me anywhere! It's filled with great information!”

Robin High, “Good for Barbie values. Everything”

Izzie Etta, “Very interesting little book. Lovely little guide (about 5" square). guide very

interesting. Not sure that I'll profit from it, and of course it is in dollars, but very interesting to

see all the different types of Barbie Dolls over the years.”

JJ2, “Good value!. The book is very infomative and I recognised a great many of my collection

within its pages, which is enormously helpful when cataloging and valuing same. Would like a

more recent edition if and when you have it..”

mayhemdiva, “Best Barbie Book for my Bag. Excellent reference downloads onto phone always

at hand.Great information and colour.The price was unbeatable.I can refer while browsing

garage sales or markets with ease.”

Patricia, “Sorprendida y maravillada. Un imprescindible!. Maravilloso libro de bolsillito, muy útil,

recopilar información muy interesante aunque las tablas de precios estén desfasadas. Es una

guía orientativa ilustrada a tener si eres coleccionista.”

E. Schmid, “handliches format..... ....ideal zum mitnehmen und stöbern für unterwegs.sehr

übersichtlich gestaltet. schöne große fotos.ideal ist natürlich, man hätte den ersten teil dieser

edition auch!ansonsten kann ich eine gute empfehlung abgeben.”

The book by T+S Publications has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 83 people have provided feedback.
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